Note Names  Answers
Worksheet 1 First Notes

- Colour the letter names of these notes
- Colour and complete these notes.

Worksheet 2 Alphabet Notes

- Colour and complete the letter names of these notes
- These are a bit mixed up.
- Write the correct letter names in these notes.
- Write the correct letters in these notes.

Worksheet 3 Tracing and Drawing Cs:

- One Middle C
  - It can be written in the treble or in the bass
  - The note this bird is singing is C. Draw the C that you think it might be.
  - The note this bird is singing is C. Draw the C that you think it might be.
  - Draw the lowest C that this lion's voice might reach.
  - Draw the lowest C that this lion's voice might reach.

- Two C's in Spaces
  - Remember which spaces they are
  - Draw the C that you might reach if you sang in a very deep voice.
  - Draw the C that you might reach if you sang in a very deep voice.

- Three C's on Lines
  - All are on leger lines
  - This cat is angry. Draw the C that it might meow at.
  - Draw middle C in the bass.

- If it is not a C cross it out.
  - If it is not a C cross it out.

- If it is a C, trace it.
  - If it is a C, trace it.

- The note this bird is singing is C. Draw the C that you think it might be.
  - The note this bird is singing is C. Draw the C that you think it might be.

Worksheet 4 Wherever there's a C you can find an ACE

- An ACE that you can draw
- The highest ACE that you can draw
- The lowest ACE that you can draw

- An ACE that includes middle C
  - Draw the letters that turn the C into an ACE.
  - Trace them in the treble and in the bass.
  - Here is an ACE in the treble. Can you trace it and find another ACE in the bass?

- An ACE that is written in spaces and sounds high.
- An ACE that is written in spaces and sounds low.
- An ACE that includes middle C
- The ACE that you have not written yet.

- Draw these ACEs:
  - An ACE that is written in spaces and sounds high.
  - The highest ACE that you can draw.
  - The lowest ACE that you can draw.
  - An ACE that includes middle C.
  - The ACE that you have not written yet.
Worksheet 5  Mystery Word

Worksheet 6  Match Them Up

Worksheet 7  Music Cross Word

Worksheet 8  Hidden Story 1

**Across**
1. **BADGE**
5. **EDGE**
6. **CABBAGE**
8. **CAFE**
9. **AGE**

**Down**
1. **BE**
2. **DEAF**

**Hidden Story 1**
Johann Sebastian Bach was a great German Composer. He was born in Eisenach and had a large family and many children. He went blind before he died.
Worksheet 9  Hidden Story 2

Georg Friedrich Handel was born in Germany.
He lived in England for most of his life and wrote the Music for the Royal Fireworks and very much more.

Worksheet 10  Word Transfer 1

The word is: edge
The word is: cage
The word is: feed
The word is: aged
The word is: egg
The word is: badge
The word is: beef
The word is: face

Worksheet 11  Word Transfer 2

The word is: face
The word is: fade
The word is: babe
The word is: cafe
The word is: bead
The word is: badge
The word is: aged
The word is: bag

Worksheet 12  Keyboard Knowledge

Draw a circle around any semibreve (whole note) that is also an A.
Underline the minim (half note) that is also a D.